We develop continuous time Markov chain (CTMC) approximation of one-dimensional diffusions with a lower sticky boundary. Approximate solutions to the action of the Feynman-Kac operator associated with a sticky diffusion and first passage probabilities are obtained using matrix exponentials. We show how to compute matrix exponentials efficiently and prove that a carefully designed scheme achieves second order convergence. We also propose a scheme based on CTMC approximation for the simulation of sticky diffusions, for which the Euler scheme may completely fail. The efficiency of our method and its advantages over alternative approaches are illustrated in the context of bond pricing in a sticky short rate model for low interest environment.
Introduction
We consider a one-dimensional (1D) regular diffusion process X on an interval S with endpoints l and r, where l is a sticky lower boundary and r ≤ ∞. The point l is said to be sticky, if the occupation time of the process at l, i.e.,
is positive for all t > 0 if X 0 = l and X is the quadratic variation of X (see e.g., Karlin and Taylor (1981) , Section 15.8, or Revuz and Yor (2005) , Chapter VI). This type of boundary behavior is first discovered by Feller in 1952 and a historical account is given in Peskir (2015) . The focus of this paper will be on the case where the lower boundary is sticky and the method we will develop can be easily adapted to treat models with a sticky upper boundary. Diffusion processes with sticky boundaries have found applications in various areas. For applications in physics and biology, see e.g., Gawędzki and Horvai (2004) , Zaslavsky and Edelman (2005) , Kalda (2007) , Bonilla and Cushman (2002) , Bonilla et al. (2007) and Parashar and Cushman (2008) . Sticky diffusions also arise as the limiting process of time-changed random walks (Amir (1991) ) and a class of storage models (Harrison and Lemoine (1981), Yamada (1994) ). Recently, Nie (2017) proposes to model short rates (i.e., instantaneous interest rates) by an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) diffusion with zero as the sticky lower bound (see also Nie and Linetsky (2019) ). They show that this model is able to produce yield curves of various shapes observed in the market, in particular, the S shape that occurred after the 2008 financial crisis. Some financial applications of a type of sticky diffusions are discussed in Jiang et al. (2019) .
There also exist a number of mathematical studies on sticky diffusions. The sticky Brownian motion is studied in Warren (1997) , Bass (2014) and Engelbert and Peskir (2014) regarding the existence and uniqueness of weak and strong solutions. Nie and Linetsky (2019) establish the existence of a unique weak solution to the sticky OU SDE. Some characterizations of more general sticky diffusions can be found in Ikeda and Watanabe (1989) . This paper is mainly concerned with the computation of general 1D sticky diffusions. For the sticky Brownian motion, its transition density is obtained in closed-form in Davies and Truman (1994) . We are interested in calculating the action of the Feynman-Kac operator on a payoff function, which is required in many applications, as well as first passage probabilities. For the sticky OU model, Nie and Linetsky (2019) obtain semi-analytical solutions expressed as infinite series using the eigenfunction expansion method. The drawback of this approach is that approximating the infinite series can require many terms if the time horizon is not long enough, making it computationally inefficient. Furthermore, this method cannot be applied to general sticky diffusions as their eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are generally unavailable.
The main contribution of this paper is a novel, general and efficient computational method based on CTMC approximation. We offer two constructions of CTMC approximation and show that a carefully designed scheme achieves second order convergence. We compare it with a well-known finite difference scheme that numerically solves the parabolic PDE associated with the Feynman-Kac operator and our method can be much faster for similar levels of accuracy. Another advantage of our method is that it is probabilistic whereas the finite difference method is not. Its probabilistic nature allows us to utilize it to also solve the simulation problem of 1D sticky diffusions, for which the widely used Euler discretization may fail completely due to its inability to simulate the sticky behavior at the boundary. Our solution is simply to simulate from the CTMC that approximates the sticky process. Although this method is biased, the bias can be properly contained and numerical experiment shows that it yields accurate results for the financial application in our analysis.
CTMC approximation has been developed for many types of diffusions and Markov jump processes before for solving various types of problems, but not for sticky diffusions. See Mijatović and Pistorius (2013) , Eriksson and Pistorius (2015) , Cai et al. (2015) , Song et al. (2019) , Cui et al. (2017 Cui et al. ( , 2018a , Li et al. (2017) , Li and Zhang (2018) , Zhang and Li (2019a,b) among others for related literature on CTMC approximation for financial applications. Many CTMCbased algorithms entail computing matrix exponentials. Although there exist well-known stable algorithms such as the scaling and squaring algorithm of Higham (2005) , they may not be efficient enough. In this paper, we find that an extrapolation-based numerical ODE method in Feng and Linetsky (2008) works much better than standard algorithms for computing matrix exponentials in our problem. We recommend using it for matrix exponential computation especially when the time horizon is large.
It should be noted that convergence rate analysis of our method is not trivial at all. Utilizing the eigenfunction expansions of the exact and approximate solutions, we reduce the problem to the analysis of approximation errors for the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of a Sturm-Liouville problem with its eigenparameter appearing in the boundary condition. To the best of our knowledge, our estimates are new for the numerical analysis of this important type of Sturm-Liouville problems, and hence we also contribute to this literature.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides various characterizations of 1D sticky diffusions. We first give a general set of conditions that implies the existence of a unique solution to the sticky SDE. Then, we define the Feynman-Kac semigroup of the sticky process, derive its infinitesimal generator and obtain its eigenfunction expansion. In Section 3, we construct two CTMC approximation schemes for the sticky diffusion and show how to calculate the quantities of interest under the CTMC. We show that the generator of the CTMC also admits an eigenfunction expansion, which will be employed for convergence rate analysis. Section 4 derives the convergence rate while Section 5 contains various numerical results for the bond pricing problem under the sticky OU model of Nie and Linetsky (2019) . Section 6 concludes and discusses future research. All proofs are collected in the appendix.
Characterizations of 1D Sticky Diffusions
The sticky diffusion under analysis will be defined as a weak solution to the following system of stochastic differential equations
with ρ ∈ (0, ∞) representing the stickiness of X t at l, I is the indicator function and L l t is the (right) local time process of X at l defined as
A weak solution to the above system of SDEs is a pair of adapted processes (X, B) defined on a filtered probability space (Ω, F, (F t ) t≥0 , P) where B is a standard BM and both equations are satisfied. Uniqueness in law holds if for any two solutions (X, B) and (X 1 , B 1 ), X and X 1 have the same law. We will say that joint uniqueness in law holds if for the two solutions, the pairs (X, B) and (X 1 , B 1 ) have the same law.
We will first provide a set of conditions for the existence of a unique weak solution in law. Notice that two other types of boundary behavior can be recovered from the sticky case as limits. If ρ = 0, l becomes an absorbing boundary and if ρ = ∞, the process is instantaneously reflected at l. We adopt the method of time change that constructs the sticky diffusion process as a time-changed reflected diffusion process with the same drift and diffusion coefficient in the interior of the state space.
Existence and Uniqueness of Weak Solutions
We make the following assumption.
Assumption 1. Assume that for the given drift and volatility coefficients, there is a unique weak solution to (2.1) and (2.2) in the case of ρ = ∞ (i.e., l is a reflecting boundary). Furthermore, suppose σ 2 (x) > 0 for all x ∈ S.
The well-posedness of reflected SDEs has been well studied and conditions can be found in e.g., Skorokhod (1961) , Watanabe (1971) , Tanaka (1979) , Lions and Sznitman (1984) and Słomínski (1993) . Let X 1 denote the diffusion instantaneously reflected at l. We apply the time change
to X 1 , which slows it down whenever it hits l. This introduces stickiness, which can be thought as slow reflection. This construction enables us to show that there exists a unique weak solution to the sticky SDE system as long as it is so for the reflecting case.
Theorem 2.1. Under Assumption 1, Equations (2.1) and (2.2) have a jointly unique weak solution for any ρ ∈ (0, ∞).
The proof of this theorem can be found in the appendix, which is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1 in Nie (2017) . However, that the time change is continuous and strictly increasing is shown differently, as the arguments in Nie (2017) are only valid for the OU process and cannot be applied to general diffusions.
The following theorem shows that it is possible to add the local time given in (2.2) as an additional term in the drift.
Theorem 2.2. If ρ ∈ (0, ∞), then (2.1) and (2.2) are equivalent to the following SDE
Furthermore, X is a strong Markov process.
The proof of this theorem is omitted as it is similar to that of Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.3 in Nie (2017) . Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 together show that X is a diffusion process. Its stickiness at l is measured by ρ and the smaller the value of ρ, the more X sticks to l.
Feynman-Kac Semigroup and Infinitesimal Generator
The Feynman-Kac operator P t associated with diffusion X is defined as
where the function k(·) is assumed to be nonnegative. The semigroup (P t ) t≥0 is a strongly continuous contraction semigroup on B b (S), the space of bounded Borel-measurable functions, endowed with the maximum norm. Assume that µ(·), σ(·) and k(·) are continuous over S. Using the arguments in Nie (2017), one can easily show that the infinitesimal generator G of (P t ) t≥0 acts on
as follows:
(2.5)
In particular, for f ∈ D,
Remark 2.1. The Feynman-Kac semigroup can also be seen as the transition semigroup of a processX which is killed at rate k, i.e.X has the same drift and diffusion coefficients as X but is killed at its lifetimeζ = inf{t ≥ 0 : (1) is exponentially distributed with rate 1. At the lifetimeζ the process is sent to the cemetery state. It can be proved that
See e.g., Linetsky (2008) , Section 1.1 for a detailed explanation. We can write
where the measure P (t, x, ·) is generally a sub-probability measure. It has a point mass at l and a density on S/{l}. We can further write
x, y) f (y) dy.
(2.7)
Note that we simply write P (t, x, l) for P (t, x, {l}).
Eigenfunction Expansion Representations
Let S(·) and M (·) be the scale and speed measure of X. Using the results in Borodin and Salminen (2002) , Section II, we can obtain that the scale measure has a density, i.e., S(dx) = s(x)dx with
and the speed measure is of a mixed type, with
where δ l (·) is the Dirac delta measure at l. In future discussions, we will use M (l) instead of M ({l}) to simplify the notation. It is possible to extend (P t ) t≥0 to a self-adjoint semigroup on the Hilbert space L 2 (S, M ) of square integrable functions on S with respect to M . The inner product in this space is
The application of spectral methods to study diffusions dates back to McKean (1956) . When the spectrum of the generator of the diffusion is simple and purely discrete, a general spectral expansion reduces to an eigenfunction expansion. We make the following assumption for the existence of an eigenfunction expansion.
Assumption 2. The right boundary r is finite, and X is sent to the cemetery state ∂ once it reaches r. Suppose that µ and σ satisfy the requirements in Assumption 1. Furthermore, suppose that µ ∈ C 3 (S), σ 2 ∈ C 4 (S) and k ∈ C 2 (S) with k(x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ S.
Under Assumption 2, X lives on S = [l, r) ∪ {∂} and we extend the definition of k and the payoff function f to ∂ by setting k(∂) = f (∂) = 0 in (2.4). Let u(t, x) = P t f (x). Theorem 3.2 in Linetsky (2008) shows that the spectrum of G is purely discrete and simple, and we have the following eigenfunction expansions:
where (λ k , ϕ k ) is the k-th eigenpair which solves the following Sturm-Liouville problem:
The eigenfunctions satisfy r l ϕ i (x)ϕ j (x)M (dx) = δ ij (here δ ij is the Kronecker delta) and hence form a complete orthonormal basis of L 2 (S, M ).
Remark 2.2. Notice that Assumption 2 is not necessary for the spectrum to be purely discrete. For some sticky diffusions with infinity as the right boundary, for example the sticky OU process, and sticky diffusions with other types of boundary behavior at finite r, the spectrum is also purely discrete and hence there exist eigenfunction expansions. We make Assumption 2 for two reasons. First, in our computational method, we need to localize the infinite right boundary to a large finite value to construct a CTMC, so it makes sense to assume the sticky diffusion under analysis has a finite right boundary. The error caused by localization is typically very small. Second, assuming that r is a killing boundary leads to Dirichlet condition for the Sturm-Liouville problem at r. This is the only type of boundary condition for r that we will analyze in this paper although other types of boundary conditions (e.g., Neumann) can also be handled using our method.
The eigenfunction expansion method has been extensively applied in finance for derivatives pricing. See for example Davydov and Linetsky (2003) , Li and Linetsky (2013 , 2014 , 2015 , Linetsky (2008) among many others. The Sturm-Liouville problem associated with the sticky diffusion is different from those studied in the cited papers in that the eigenparameter also appears in the boundary condition, which makes the problem more difficult. The following proposition provides the asymptotic behavior of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of this type of Sturm-Liouville problem.
Proposition 2.1. Under Assumption 2, there exist constants C 1 , C 2 , C 3 > 0 such that for k = 1, 2, . . .,
Here ϕ
Continuous Time Markov Chain Approximation
This section develops a general method to compute (2.4) using CTMC approximation. Note that the Feynman-Kac semigroup of X is the transition semigroup ofX, killed at rate k(·). In the following, we construct a CTMC denoted by Y to imitate the transition behavior ofX. The CTMC lives on a generally non-uniform grid S n = {x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n , x n+1 }, with x 0 = l, x n+1 = r and S • n = {x 1 , . . . , x n } is the grid on S • = (l, r). We also put ∂S n = {x 0 , x n+1 }, S − n = {x 0 } ∪ S • n and S + n = S • n ∪ {x n+1 }. Define
x − = arg min y<x,y∈Sn |y − x| , x + = arg max y>x,y∈Sn |y − x| , for x ∈ S n . Then x − is the grid point to the left of x and x + is the point to the right. We define x − 0 = x 0 and x + n+1 = x n+1 . Since the grid can be non-uniform, a distinction of the distance of a grid point to the left and right is necessary. Let
which are the right, left and average grid size at a point x. The mesh size is denoted by
Transition Rates of the CTMC
To obtain the transition rates of the CTMC that resembles the sticky diffusionX, we apply finite difference to discretize its generator given by (2.5) and (2.6). Introduce the following difference operators acting on a general function g:
.
For x ∈ S • n , we approximate Gg(x) for g ∈ D by approximating g by ∇g and g by ∆g, which gives us
For Gg(x 0 ), we apply ∇ + g (x 0 ) to approximate g (x 0 ) and obtain
We specify x n+1 to be a killing boundary for the CTMC, i.e., the chain is sent to the cemetery state ∂ once it reaches x n+1 . So the state space of the chain is {x 0 , · · · , x n , ∂}. Let G n be an (n + 1) × (n + 1) matrix for the transition rates among states {x 0 , · · · , x n }. Then, based on the expression of G n ,
which is a tridiagonal matrix and
Note that, in our calculation of (2.4), we do not need the transition rates involving ∂. We call this construction as Scheme 1. It turns out that Scheme 1 only converges at first order. Below we provide a better scheme that improves approximation for the sticky behavior. In Scheme 2, we try to match the expectation and variance of the sticky diffusion in short time given that it starts from x 0 with those of the CTMC. LetÔ x 0 t approximate the occupation time ofX at the left boundary l = x 0 up to time t, where t is understood to be very small. Then, we have the following system of equations after ignoring higher order terms of t:
together with the condition that G n,0,0 + G n,0,1 + k(x 0 ) = 0. Eq. (3.2) matches the expected change from x 0 in t. The LHS is clearly the quantity for the CTMC, ignoring higher order terms in t. The RHS can be explained as follows. Up to time t, the diffusionX spentÔ x 0 t amount of time at the boundary x 0 with drift ρ and t −Ô x 0 t amount of time near x 0 with drift approximately equal to µ(x 0 ). Adding them up gives the RHS of (3.2). Eq.(3.3) can be interpreted in an analogous way by noting that the change ofX does not have any variance while it is on the boundary.
Solving the above equations gives the following solution:
The above expression shows that t −Ô x 0 t = O(δ + x 0 ). Ignoring this difference in (3.2) yields the formula of G n,0,1 under Scheme 1. Now it is clear that intuitively Scheme 2 is much better than Scheme 1 as it matches the first two moments while Scheme 1 only cares about the first moment. In Section 4, we will prove that Scheme 2 achieves second order convergence.
The operator G n acting on g(x 0 ) can be written for both schemes in a unified way as follows:
Remark 3.1. Using Scheme 2 we can obtain CTMC approximation for the absorbing and instantaneous reflecting cases. If we set ρ = 0, G n,0,1 = 0 andÔ x 0 t = t, which shows the chain is absorbed at
This shows the chain is reflected at x 0 .
CTMC Approximation of the Feynman-Kac Semigroup and First Passage Probabilities
To approximate (2.4), we use E
This expectation is obtained in closed-form in Mijatović and Pistorius (2013) , which is
is the entry corresponding to x in the vector exp(G n t)f n .
One may also be interested in approximations of P (t, x, l) and p(t, x, y). To this end, denote the transition probability of the CTMC from x to y in time t by P n (t, x, y), which is given by
which is the entry of the matrix exp(G n t) with its row corresponding to x and its column to y. In particular, P n (t, x, l) approximates P (t, x, l). For y ∈ S • n , define p n (t, x, y) := P n (t, x, y)/δy.
Then, we can approximate p(t, x, y) by p n (t, x, y).
It is also of interests in practice to calculate the first passage probability P (τ X z > t|X 0 = x) for l ≤ x < z where τ X z is the hitting time of z of the sticky diffusion X. Nie and Linetsky (2019) obtain a semi-analytical formula for this probability under the sticky OU model. We use CTMC approximation to calculate the probability for general sticky diffusions. Let Y be the CTMC that approximates X (set k ≡ 0 in G n ). Then, for Y , using Mijatović and Pistorius (2013) ,
H n is the submatrix of G n with entries corresponding to states smaller than z, and 1 is a vector of ones with dimension compatible with H n . In particular, setting x = l, we obtain an approximation of the first passage probability when the diffusion starts from the sticky boundary.
To implement the proposed method, we need to compute the matrix exponential for which there exist a slew of algorithms. In this paper we evaluate the performance of three approaches, as listed below.
• The scaling and squaring algorithm of Higham (2005) which is implemented in Matlab is used widely in the literature on Markov chain approximation. It is known that this algorithm can handle all kinds of matrices and it is numerically stable. This algorithm requires O(n 3 ) operations to compute exp(G n t)f n .
• When G n is a tridiagonal matrix, Li and Zhang (2016) developed an algorithm based on the fast matrix eigendecomposition algorithm of Dhillon (1997) , known as the MRRR algorithm. It takes only O(n 2 ) operations to compute exp(G n t)f n .
• The third approach is to numerically solve the ODE system the matrix exponential satisfies, which is
We propose to apply the extrapolation approach of Feng and Linetsky (2008), which was not considered in the literature on CTMC approximation before.
Our experiment in Section 5 shows that the third approach performs the best and we recommend using it for computing exp(G n t) especially when t is large.
Eigenfunction Expansions for the CTMC
We provide an eigenfunction expansion representation for p n (t, x, y), which will be utilized later to analyze the convergence rate of CTMC approximation. Let
and for x = x 1 , . . . , x n ,
where α = µ(x 0 ) for Scheme 1, α = ρ for Scheme 2 and the product term equals 1 if x = x 1 . We also define M n (x) = m n (x)δx. As will be shown later,
Recall the expression (3.1) for G n , the generator of the CTMC. For x ∈ S • n , we can rewrite it in the following form
which is crucial for the convergence rate analysis.
Consider the eigenvalue problem of G n :
where ϕ(x) is defined on S n , i.e., it is a vector. Let (λ n k , ϕ n k ) be the k-th eigenpair. The eigenvalue problem of the operator G n is essentially the eigenvalue problem of the matrix G n , which is tridiagonal with negative diagonal elements and positive off-diagonal ones, and also diagonally dominant. Thus, it has n+1 simple and real eigenvalues with 0 ≤ λ n 1 < λ n 2 < · · · < (Li and Zhang (2016), Proposition 3.6) and one expects λ n k ≈ λ k . For any two functions g 1 , g 2 defined on S n , define their inner product (g 1 , g 2 ) n := x∈S − n g 1 (x)g 2 (x)M n (x). Since eigenfunctions are only unique up to a constant, we normalize them to satisfy (ϕ n j , ϕ n k ) n = δ j,k so that ϕ n k (x i ) ≈ ϕ k (x i ). For every x ∈ S − n , we have the following bilinear eigenfunction expansion representations:
4 Convergence Rate Analysis
In this section, we derive the convergence rates of two CTMC approximation schemes. The structure of our proof is similar to that in Zhang and Li (2019a) . However, many details differ due to the change in the boundary behavior of the diffusion. In fact, some arguments in Zhang and Li (2019a) do not hold for the sticky case.
We will analyze a sequence of grids satisfying the following assumption.
Assumption 3. For a sequence of grids {S n } with h n → 0, there exists a constant C > 0 independent of n such that for every grid S n we have
This assumption essentially says the maximum step size and the minimum step size should go to zero at comparable rates, which applies in all the types of grids used in practice.
Our convergence rate analysis hinges on the eigenfunction expansion representations in (2.8), (2.9), (3.6) and (3.7). We will first develop estimates for the errors of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions and then tap the representations to derive the convergence rates for P n (t, x, x 0 ) → P (t, x, x 0 ) and p n (t, x, y) → p(t, x, y). In the following, α = µ(x 0 ) for Scheme 1 and α = ρ for Scheme 2.
Proposition 4.1. Under Assumption 2, the approximation error for the speed measure and density satisfies
Proposition 4.2. Consider h n ∈ (0, δ), where δ is sufficiently small. Then there exists a constant C > 0 such that for any
where C is independent of k and n, γ = 1 for Scheme 1 and γ = 2 for Scheme 2.
Proposition 4.3. Suppose Assumptions 2 and 3 hold. Consider h n ∈ (0, δ) where δ is sufficiently small. Then there exists a constant C > 0 independent of k and n such that for 1 ≤ k ≤ h −1/5 n the following holds
Here, γ = 1 for Scheme 1 and γ = 2 for Scheme 2.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose Assumptions 2 and 3 hold and consider h n ∈ (0, δ) for δ sufficiently small. For any t > 0, x ∈ S − n and y ∈ S • n there holds
where C t > 0 is independent of n, x 0 , x, y and only depends on t. Furthermore, γ = 1 for Scheme 1 and γ = 2 for Scheme 2.
The value function under the CTMC model is given by
( 4.4) Using (2.7) and (4.4) together with the estimates in Theorem 4.1, we can estimate the difference between u n (t, x) − u(t, x), which also depends on the smoothness of the payoff function f . In the following discussions, we simply assume that there exists a point ξ ∈ (l, r) at which f may not be smooth.
. These types of payoffs are common in financial applications. The result can be easily extended to handle multiple non-smooth points.
Theorem 4.2. Under Assumptions 2 and 3, there exist constants C t , D t > 0 independent of n, such that
Here, D t is also independent of x and γ = 1 for Scheme 1 and γ = 2 for Scheme 2.
This theorem shows that for Scheme 1, convergence is only first order regardless of how non-smooth f is at ξ. For Scheme 2, discontinuity in the first order derivative does not change the convergence order, however discontinuity in the payoff undermines the order. A simple grid design that would restore second order convergence for Scheme 2 is to place ξ in the middle of two grid points. This midpoint rule was proposed and validated in Zhang and Li (2019a) for diffusions with two killing boundaries.
The convergence rate for the first passage probability P (τ X z > t|X 0 = x) can be analyzed in essentially the same way. One can treat z as a killing boundary for the diffusion and assume that z is on the CTMC grid. The estimates in Theorem 4.2 apply with the payoff f identically 1, so convergence is first order for Scheme 1 and second order for Scheme 2. It is important to place the passage level z on the grid as explained in Zhang and Li (2019a) , Section 4.5, otherwise convergence becomes first order even for Scheme 2.
Numerical Results for the Sticky OU Short Rate Model
The usefulness of the CTMC approximation to sticky diffusion processes is demonstrated by studying a sticky Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, which is given by the following SDE
where l = 0 is the left boundary. This process is used in Nie (2017) (also Nie and Linetsky (2019) ) to model short rates, which are instantaneous interest rates. The advantages of using this model over standard short-rate models are explained in Nie (2017) . In particular, this model is able to produce various shapes of yield curves observed in the market, especially the S-shaped yield curve in low interest environment after the 2008 financial crisis. To illustrate this point, we consider three different sets of values for the parameters of a sticky OU process, which are listed in Table 5 . Figure 1 shows three shapes of yield curves produced by the three sets: upwardsloping (Model 1), inverted (Model 2) and S-shaped (Model 3). In general, the magnitude of the stickiness parameter plays an important role in controlling the shape of the curve. Calibration shows that the implied stickiness parameter from real market data is on similar scales with the values in the table (see Nie (2017)). Throughout this section, we consider pricing zero-coupon bonds with unit payoff (i.e., Nie and Linetsky (2019) obtained an eigenfunction expansion formula for the bond price under the sticky OU model. We use their method to obtain benchmarks for our method. Table 5 shows the absolute difference between results of the CTMC method with 20,000 grid points and the eigenfunction expansion method using 50 to 100 terms in the expansion.
Model 1 7.98E-10 2.90E-09 9.88E-09 9.24E-09 8.13E-08 1.28E-07 1.40E-07
Model 2 9.74E-08 1.48E-07 4.71E-07 8.71E-07 3.50E-06 6.04E-06 7.65E-06
Model 3 1.14E-05 9.86E-06 7.34E-06 5.43E-06 2.03E-06 9.41E-06 1.48E-05 Table 2 : Differences in prices for the CTMC method and the eigenfunction expansion method of Nie and Linetsky (2019) .
It can be seen that these methods yield consistent results for all maturities shown in the table.
For small maturities (e.g., 1 or 3 months), the eigenfunction expansion method requires more terms in the expansion to obtain results with good accuracy and hence it can be slow. In contrast, the CTMC method works well for small maturities. In the following, we will use results from the CTMC method with a very fine grid as benchmarks.
Convergence Rates
We localize the state space [0, ∞) to [0, 1]. Simple calculations show that for the OU process with parameter values in Table 5 the probability of breaching this upper boundary is extremely small for all maturities under consideration and hence the localization error is negligible. We then discretize [0, 1] with n = 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600 using a uniform grid to detect the convergence rate numerically. Figure 2 plots the results for three models with two maturities. It is clear that for Model 1 and 3, Scheme 2 converges at second order while Scheme 1 only attains first order, by checking the slope of the convergence line against that of the small triangle in the lower left corner of each plot. This validates our theoretical estimates in Theorem 4.2. For Model 2, the convergence orders of Scheme 1 and 2 are both around two. This may first seem unexpected, but the value of ρ is very small in this model (much smaller than in the other two models), which makes G n,0,1 roughly zero under both schemes. So the two schemes perform similarly. Finally, for all models it is observed that the absolute error is greater when the maturity is longer.
Some Comparisons
The calculation of the value function under the CTMC model is based on the calculation of the matrix exponential. In this section, we compare three ways of computing the matrix exponential in our problem as listed in Section 3.2 and we also compare the CTMC approximation algorithm with a standard finite difference scheme.
We now briefly describe the extrapolation approach of Feng and Linetsky (2008) for numerically solving the ODE system satisfied by the matrix exponential. This approach uses a basic step size H, where H = 0.5 if maturity T > 0.5 and H = T otherwise, to divide the interval [0, T ] into smaller time periods. For each basic interval, M i = 1, . . . , s time steps are used to evolve the differential equation according to the implicit scheme to calculate the matrix exponential, where s ≥ 1 denotes the extrapolation stage number. Let the approximation of the solution after one basic step be denoted by A i,1 = u n (H, x; M i ) where M i time points are used for the interval [0, H]. An extrapolation tableau is constructed by the following equation
for i = 2, . . . , s and j = 2, . . . , i. We then use the value A s,s after s extrapolation steps as the starting point of the approximation over the time interval [H, 2H] . This calculation of approximations after basic steps is repeated until one obtains an approximation of u n (T, x) after M basic step size such that T = M H. Finally, A s,s after M steps is the approximation of the zero-coupon bond price with maturity T at time 0. For the finite difference scheme which discretizes both time and space in the PDE satisfied by the value function of the sticky diffusion, we use Crank-Nicolson time stepping, which is a standard choice in the literature for numerical solutions of PDEs. It is also considered in Nie (2017) . We use equal time steps with 5 steps in a month. This allows for an adequate number of time steps even for longer maturities. The MRRR algorithm, extrapolation approach and the finite difference method are implemented in C++ whereas the scaling and squaring method is already implemented in Matlab so we directly call it in Matlab (we have not found C++ code for this algorithm). Although a Matlab implementation may generally be less efficient than an equivalent C++ implementation, it does not affect the conclusion that the scaling and squaring method is typically the slowest for obtaining similar levels of accuracy, as it requires the highest amount of computational complexity.
The results are obtained using a workstation running CentOS 7 with 3.2 GHz CPUs and memory of 256 GB. All numerical calculations are run 10 times to obtain the average running time. Figure 3 displays the comparison for all three models with 1Y and 10Y maturities.
The comparison clearly favors the extrapolation method which defeats the other three methods in all cases, and its leading edge becomes greater as the bond's maturity increases. It should be noted that the eigendecomposition method based on the MRRR algorithm does not always work. For Model 2, it cannot be applied when n is too large and for Model 3, it fails for n = 100 due to overflow/underflow errors in calculating a similar symmetric tridiagonal matrix required by the algorithm.
Simulation
We also consider how to do simulation for sticky diffusions. Our CTMC approximation method offers a natural alternative to the standard Euler scheme. The simulation of sample paths from a CTMC is straightforward and unlike the Euler scheme, no time discretization is needed. We use 500 grid points for the CTMC Y constructed by Scheme 2, start with Y 0 = x and then draw an exponentially distributed random variable with intensity |G n,x,x | to determine the amount of time spent in the initial state. After determining the time point when the Markov chain is transitioning, the transition rates G n,x,x − , G n,x,x + and k(x) are used to sample the new state. These steps are repeated until the maturity is reached. Using the definition of the order of weak convergence given in Kloeden and Platen (1999) and Glasserman (2004) and Theorem 4.2, the weak convergence order of the CTMC simulation scheme using the transition rate matrix under Scheme 2 is two (it is one if Scheme 1 is used).
The Euler scheme is implemented in the following way. Time is discretized using 50 time steps per month. The process starts with X 0 = x and subsequent values of the process are computed using the discretization of the SDE (2.3). In particular, for t = 0, ∆t, . . . , T − ∆t,
where ξ t+∆t is standard normally distributed and e t+∆t is exponentially distributed with mean 1. The new value Z t+∆t is accepted as given by
where ∂ is the cemetery state and f (∂) = 0. Figure 4 shows the Monte Carlo simulation results when sample paths are simulated by a CTMC and the Euler scheme. In both cases, 1000 samples paths are simulated and the price estimator together with the 99% confidence intervals are displayed. The Euler scheme clearly fails when ρ is small, i.e., the process is very sticky. However, it becomes acceptable when ρ is big enough. In contrast, the CTMC simulation scheme works well regardless of the degree of stickiness. 10 -4 10 -3 10 -2 10 -1 10 0 10 1 10 -3 10 -2 10 -1 10 0 10 -4 10 -3 10 -2 10 -1 10 0 10 1 10 -6 10 -5 10 -4 10 -3 10 -4 10 -3 10 -2 10 -1 10 0 10 1 10 -3 10 -2 10 -1 10 0 Figure 3 : Comparison of four methods. "CTMC expm" stands for using the scaling and squaring algorithm for computing the matrix exponential in the CTMC method. In the extrapolation approach, extrapolation is only applied once (i.e., s = 2). We provide some intuition about why the Euler scheme flops in very sticky cases. Note that this method only simulates a discrete time process. If at some time point on the grid, say i∆t, the process is at zero, it moves to ρ∆t at (i + 1)∆t. If ∆t is small enough, the interpolated path of the Euler scheme should resemble the path of the continuous-time process the Euler scheme converges to in the limit. Thus, it is intuitively clear that the limiting continuous-time process is instantaneously reflected at zero and hence not sticky there. When the original diffusion is only mildly sticky, it is not very different from the reflected case, so the Euler scheme produces acceptable results. However, if the original diffusion is very sticky, the difference from the reflected case is big and the results of the Euler scheme become useless. The following figure shows one path simulated from the CTMC scheme and the other from the Euler scheme. The CTMC simulation scheme does not discretize time and it can generate the phenomenon that the process sticks to zero whereas the Euler scheme cannot. 
Conclusion
This paper develops CTMC approximation of one-dimensional diffusions with a sticky lower boundary. A direct finite difference approximation of the generator of the sticky diffusion on the boundary leads to the first scheme that only converges at first order. Matching the first and second moments of the infinitesimal changes at the sticky boundary, we obtain the second scheme which is second order. Under the CTMC model, calculation of the action of the Feynman-Kac operator and first passage probabilities can be obtained in closed-form using matrix exponentials. Our method has several nice features. First, it is applicable to sticky diffusions with general drift, volatility and killing rate. Second, it is computationally efficient. We show that when the extrapolation method of Feng and Linetsky (2008) is used to solve the ODE system for the matrix exponential, our method outperforms a standard finite difference scheme that is often used for solving diffusion PDEs. Third, the CTMC can be used to simulate the sticky diffusion and it produces good results whereas the Euler scheme completely fails when the diffusion is very sticky.
It is possible to construct CTMC approximations for multidimensional sticky diffusions with acceptable computational efficiency in low dimensions. However, as the state space must be discretized, the method suffers from the curse of dimensionality. For high-dimensional problems, it is important to develop efficient simulation schemes. As CTMC approximation can be used to produce sticky behavior at the boundary, we expect that combining CTMC approximation with traditional simulation schemes will lead to computationally feasible and accurate algorithms and we plan to work in this direction in future research.
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A Proofs

A.1 Proof of Theorem 2.1
Suppose that the unique weak solution to (2.1) and (2.2) for ρ = ∞ is given by (X 1 , B 1 ). Let
where B 0 is a Brownian motion, which is defined on an extended probability space if needed, that is independent of B 1 . The local time process is continuous and non-decreasing, hence φ t is strictly increasing and continuous (see Borodin and Salminen (2002) , Chapter II.13). This implies, that T t is also strictly increasing and continuous. Then B t is a continuous local martingale and
There also holds where it was used that dL l s (X) only increases for X s = l and the change of variable formula was applied. Therefor, B t = t and by Lévy's characterization, B is a standard Brownian motion. Moreover,
Ts , dφ Ts = ds + 1 2ρ dL l s X 1 = ds as X 1 is the unique weak solution of the reflecting case and L l Tt (X 1 ) = L l t (X). This shows that (X, B) solves (2.1). Furthermore,
where the first term vanishes because for X 1 there holds I(X 1 s = l)ds = 0. The continuity of X results from the continuity of X 1 and T . Hence, (X, B) also solves (2.2). The next step is to show the uniqueness in law of the solution X. We reset the notation and suppose that (X, B) solves (2.1) and (2.2). Define
for t ≥ 0. Then T t is continuous and strictly increasing almost surely. This can be shown by contradiction. Assume the T t is not strictly increasing, then there exists a set Γ = {ω ∈ Ω : T t 1 = T t 2 for some 0 < t 1 < t 2 } , with P(Γ) > 0 and t 1 , t 2 depending on ω. Now T t 1 = T t 2 implies that the process stays at the boundary for all s ∈ [t 1 , t 2 ] and so Γ ⊂ ω :
i.e. the local time increases between t 1 and t 2 . On this set, there holds I(X s > l) = 0 for all s ∈ [t 1 , t 2 ] and hence
as the drift and volatility vanish. This is a contradiction to I(X s > l) = 0 and so in summary, T t is strictly increasing almost surely. The inverse of T t , given by
is therefor also continuous and almost surely finite. As X and φ are continuous, it follows that X is constant on every interval [φ t− , φ t ] and so φ is in synchronization with X (see Jacod (1979) , Definition 10.13. Therein it is called adaptedness of X to the time change φ).
Now set X 1 t = X φt . Then X 1 is a continuous semimartingale (see Jacod (1979) , Corollary 10.12 and Lemma 10.15) and using (2.2), there holds
which shows that φ is also strictly increasing. Let B 1 t = φt 0 I(X s > l)dB s . Then B 1 t is a continuous local martingale with
and hence B 1 is a Brownian motion by Lévy's criterion. Furthermore, by (2.1) there follows
by the change of variables formula and further
Moreover, we have The last two equations showed that (X 1 , B 1 ) is a unique weak solution to the system of SDEs (2.1) and (2.2) for ρ = ∞. Since X 1 is the unique solution to the reflecting SDE and X t = X φ T t = X 1 Tt , the law of X is also unique. Cherny (2002) , Theorem 3.1 states that the uniqueness in law for X implies joint uniqueness in law for (X, B).
A.2 Proof of Proposition 2.1
Application of the Liouville transform h 1 (x) = x l 1/σ (z) dz and a linear transformation h 2 (y) = −2y/B + 1, where B = h 1 (r), changes the problem into
and U is the potential function,
, andφ and ψ are the eigenfunctions of the original and transformed problem. It should be noted thatφ denotes the eigenfunction and ϕ the normalized eigenfunction of the original problem. The potential function is defined in (3.31), Linetsky (2008) . This setting resembles the setting in Altinisik et al. (2004) , with a 1 = a 2 = 2/B 2 and γ i = δ i = 1 for i = 1, 2 allows that the transmission condition to disappear and the solution and its derivatives are continuous in [−1, 1]. Following further the cited reference, let α 1 = 1 and α 2 = 0 and fix β 1 = −1, β 2 = 0 and β 2 = 0. It should be noted that because β 2 = 0, it is unimportant which value β 1 takes and normalization to 1 is a simplification of notation.
The results in Altinisik et al. (2004) , Section 4 then shows that the k-th eigenvalue of the problem in Liouville normal form satisfies the following asymptotic representation
and so C 1 k 2 ≤ λ k ≤ C 2 k 2 for constants C 1 , C 2 > 0 independent of k. Using Theorem 3.1 in Altinisik et al. (2004) with trigonometric calculations, we have for any x ∈ [−1, 1],
for some constant C 3 > 0. The Gronwall inequality shows that
for a constant C 4 > 0 independent of k and x using the asymptotic representation of λ k in (A.2). Furthermore, there holds for the first derivative
where C 5 , C 6 > 0 are constants independent of k and x. Similar bounds can be established for further derivatives, i.e. for j = 2, 3, 4, by differentiation of (A.3). Hence, one derives that |ψ 
Using the relationship betweenφ and ψ in (A.1) and the fact that σ and s are bounded on S, one derivesφ k (x) = O(1/k) and φ k 2 ≥ C 11 /k. This implies for all x ∈ S, ϕ k (x) = ϕ k (x)/ φ k = O(1). Using similar arguments, one can prove ϕ 
A.3 Proofs for Convergence Rate Analysis
We will restate some results from Zhang and Li (2019a) and Zhang and Li (2019c) without proof but with adjustments to incorporate the sticky boundary behavior at the left boundary.
Lemma A.1. For any f, g : S n → R with g(x n+1 ) = 0, we have
Under Assumption 2, it can be seen that sup x,y∈(l,r)
for i, j = 0, 1, 2 still holds because of the results from Sturm-Liouville theory and the proof of Lemma 2 in Zhang and Li (2019a) . The use of (A.4) is to show claims of the form |g(x)| ≤ Ch β n for β = 0, 1, 2 such that the constant C > 0 is independent of x and n. The application of this result will not be mentioned explicitly below.
Proof of Proposition 4.1: We will prove the claim first for x 0 , then for x 1 and finally for all x = x 2 , . . . , x n . First, note that
In a second step, applying the logarithm to (3.5) for x = x 1 yields log m n (x 1 ) = log M n (x 0 ) + log β + log ρ + µ (x 1 ) σ 2 (x 1 )
where we used that
Thus these terms equal 0 for Scheme 1 and are O(h 2 n ) for Scheme 2.
Now let x ∈ {x 2 , . . . , x n }, then applying the logarithm to (3.5) and using the Taylor expansion for the logarithm yields,
where we used
Further using M (x 0 ) = 1 ρ and (3.4) yields
Therefore, by using (A.5), we obtain from the previous result
Hence, (4.2) holds for all x ∈ S • n and we proved the convergence for all x ∈ S − n . The error estimate for the scale function can be obtained from similar calculations and it is omitted here.
Proposition 4.1 implies the following.
Corollary A.1. Under Assumption 2, for n sufficiently large, there exist constants C 1 , C 2 > 0 independent of n and x ∈ S n , y ∈ S • n , such that
Lemma A.2. Under Assumptions 2 and 3, there exists a constant C > 0, independent of k and n, such that for h n ∈ (0, δ), where δ is small enough, the following holds
Hence, M n G n is symmetric and therefor M 1/2 n G n M −1/2 n is also symmetric. Furthermore, it can be seen that M 1/2 n G n M −1/2 n Proof. It should first be noted that as G is a self-adjoint operator, the min-max principle holds (see Eschwé and Langer (2004) , Theorem 2.1). In particular,
where L is a linear subspace of the domain of G.
For i = 1, . . . , k define ψ i : S → R as a linear interpolation of the approximate eigenfunction ϕ n i over the interval S, which is given by
Using the min-max principle and integration by parts, we obtain
(A.8)
We will now estimate the different terms appearing in this equation. First, note that as 1 − β = 0 for Scheme 1 and |1 − β| ≤ Cδ + x 0 for Scheme 2, there holds
with constants C 1 , C 2 > 0 independent of a and n, because
as x∈S − n ϕ n i 1 (x)ϕ n i 2 (x)M n (x) = (ϕ n i 1 , ϕ n i 2 ) n = δ i 1 ,i 2 and C 3 > 0 is independent of a and n. Using this result and the fact that ψ a is a piecewise linear function, we obtain
where C 4 , C 5 , C 6 > 0 are independent of a and n. The term appearing in (A.9) can be handled in the following way.
where the last inequality follows from the fact that 0 ≤ λ n 1 < λ n 2 < · · · < λ n k . The constants C 7 , C 8 , C 9 > 0 are independent of a and n. We can now choose δ small enough, such that 1 − C 7 √ δ > 0, then
Combining (A.9) and the previous results together, yields
The second term in (A.8) can be handled in the following way.
where the last inequality follows in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 4 in Zhang and Li (2019c) . Using this result to bound the numerator, one obtains
for some constant C 14 > 0 independent of a, k and n. The denominator can be estimated similarly as before by setting k(x) = 1.
where C 15 > 0 is a constant independent of a, k and n. As all of the constants are independent of a, there follows
Using Lemma A.2, i.e. λ n k ≤ C 16 k 2 ≤ C 16 h for constants C 17 , C 18 > 0 independent of k and n, as long as δ is small enough, such that 1 − C 15 (δ 3/4 + δ 3/2 ) > 0.
Lemma A.4. If h n ∈ (0, δ) for δ small enough, there exists a constant C > 0, such that for any 1 ≤ k ≤ n, ϕ n k n,∞ ≤ Ck, where C is independent of k and n.
Proof. Note that for every y ∈ S − n ϕ n k (y) = y≤x<x n+1
as ϕ n k (x n+1 ) = 0. Then
for a constant C 1 > 0 independent of k, n and y because of the same steps as shown in (A.10) when ψ a is replaced by ϕ n k . Furthermore, by Lemma A.2, i.e. λ n k ≤ C 2 k 2 , there follows ϕ n k n,∞ ≤ C 1 λ n k ≤ C 3 k, for constants C 2 , C 3 > 0 independent of k and n.
Proof of Proposition 4.2: For x ∈ S • n , the proof of Proposition 2 in Zhang and Li (2019a) shows that |G n ϕ k (x) − Gϕ k (x)| ≤ C 1 k 4 h 2 n . For ϕ k the Taylor expansion at x 1 is given by
for some η ∈ [x 0 , x 1 ]. Subtracting ϕ k (x 0 ) and dividing by δ + x 0 yields
Further, note that as ϕ k is in the domain of the generator, it also satisfies
Using these results, one obtains
where the boundedness of β was used and the particular form of β in Scheme 2 allows the terms involving ϕ k (x 0 ) to cancel. Here the constants C 2 , C 3 , C 4 , C 5 > 0 are independent of n and k. Applying the result from Proposition 2.1 shows that ϕ k ∞ ≤ C 6 k ≤ C 6 k 3 and ϕ k ∞ ≤ C 7 k 3 . Thus summarizing the two cases for x 0 and combining it with the result for x ∈ S • n implies
where C 8 , C 9 > 0 are independent of n and k and as always γ = 1 for Scheme 1 and γ = 2 for Scheme 2. Using the fact that Gϕ k = −λ k ϕ k implies |µ n k − λ k | ≤ C 10 k 4 h γ n ,
for some constant C 10 > 0 independent of k and n and µ n k = arg min µ∈Λ(Gn) |µ − λ k | where Λ(G n ) is the set of eigenvalues of −G n . The arguments stated in the proof of Proposition 2 in Zhang and Li (2019a) and Proposition 3.6 in Li and Zhang (2018) still remain valid, hence it can be shown that µ n k = λ n k and so the claim follows for any k ≤ h −1/4 n with sufficiently small h n .
for some constant C > 0 independent of n and f .
Proof. We can show the following by using Proposition 4.1 and the trapezoidal rule
where C 1 , . . . , C 4 > 0 are independent of n and f . if δ is sufficiently small and C > 0 is a constant independent of k and n.
Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Corollary 3.7 in Li and Zhang (2018) by using Proposition 4.2 and Lemma A.2.
Proof of Proposition 4.3: The main arguments in Zhang and Li (2019a) for the error of eigenfunctions cannot be applied to the problem here, so we use different ideas. Define ψ n k (x) = cϕ n k (x) with a constant c such that ∇ + ψ n k (x n ) = ∇ + ϕ k (x n ). Furthermore, let e n k (x) = ψ n k (x) − ϕ k (x). Then for every
We multiply both sides with m n (x)δx and sum the terms over x from y ∈ S • n to x n y≤x<x n+1 m n (x) δxG n e n k (x)
because ψ n k (x n ) = ϕ k (x n ), ψ n k (x n+1 ) = cϕ n k (x n+1 ) = ϕ k (x n+1 ) = 0 and ∇ + e n k (x n ) = 0. Then 1 s n (y − ) δ + y − e n k y − = 1 s n (y − ) δ + y − e n k (y) + y≤x<x n+1 (λ n k − k (x)) e n k (x) m n (x) δx
Multiplying both sides with s n (y − )δ + y − and taking the absolute value, results in (d) holds because one can choose C 1 large enough, such that C 1 k 2 h n δx ≥ 1 and the first term can be put into the sum.
The constants C 1 . . . , C 5 > 0 are independent of k, n and x, y. Using the discrete version of Gronwall's inequality and noting that k ≤ h Note that this inequality also holds for y = x n+1 because of the choice of c and ψ n k , such that e n k (x n+1 ) = e n k (x n ). Furthermore, C 6 > 0 is independent of k, n and x, y. Then there holds Putting this result back into the above equation yields ψ n k n,2 ≥ 1 − C 9 k 4 h γ n ≥ 1 − C 9 δ γ−4/5 , as k ≤ h −1/5 n . Collecting all results shows ϕ n k − ϕ k n,∞ ≤ C 6 k 4 h γ n 1 − C 9 δ γ−4/5 + C 7 1 1 − C 9 δ γ−4/5 − 1 ≤ C 10 k 4 h γ n and thus the claim is shown.
Proof of Theorem 4.1: We first take a more detailed look at the approximation of the transition density p n in the interior of the state space.
Comparing the eigenfunction expansions of p n and p shows that for y ∈ S • n , 1 m n (y) p n (t, x, y) − 1 m for positive constants independent of k, n and also x, y. The last three terms will be studied further.
C 3 1≤k≤h −1/5 n |exp (−λ n k t) − exp (−λ k t)| ≤ C 3 C 7 1≤k≤h −1/5 n exp −C 8 k 2 t tk 4 h γ n ≤ C 9 (t) h γ n ,
where C 9 (t) = C 3 C 7 ∞ k=1 exp −C 8 k 2 t tk 4 < ∞. Furthermore, C 4 h −1/5 n <k≤n exp (−λ n k t) k 2 ≤ C 4 n exp −C 2 h −2/5 n t n 2 ≤ C 10 h 2 n exp −C 2 h −2/5 n t n 5 ≤ C 11 (t) h 2 n ,
where C 11 (t) = C 10 exp(−C 2 h −2/5 n t)n 5 < ∞. Lastly, C 5 k>h −1/5 n exp −C 6 k 2 t ≤ C 12 h 2 n k>h −1/5 n exp −C 7 k 2 t k 12 ≤ C 13 (t) h 2 n .
Summarizing the above results yields (a) holds because p (t, x, x 0 ) = lim y x 0 p (t, x, y) = 2 σ 2 (x 0 ) ∞ k=1 exp (−λ k t) ϕ k (x) ϕ k (x 0 ).
(b) holds because of Theorem 4.1.
(c) Eq. (A.12) holds because
It can be seen that the approximation error for the value function consists of 3 parts. The first error is due to the boundary behavior and depends on the scheme. The second error results from the discretization error of the transition kernel and the last error is the discretization error of the integral. Here we denoted by O(h γ n ) a term that is bounded by C t h γ n where the constant C t is independent of n, x and y but might depend on t and f .
The first term in (A.12) is of order O(h n ) for Scheme 1 and vanished for Scheme 2 as αM (x 0 ) = ρ × 1/ρ = 1. The term in (A.13) is of order O(h 2 n ) as can be seen in Eq. (23) in Zhang and Li (2019a) . The term in (A.14) is generally of order O(h n ) as seen in Eq. (25) in this reference. For call/put type payoffs, the term is of order O(h 2 n ). One can also summarize the above cases by using Eq. (25) and the proof of Theorem 1 in Zhang and Li (2019a) , such that
with positive constants C t , D t > 0 independent of n and x. Taking the maximum on both sides then shows the claim of the theorem.
